
* *  ADVISEMENT  * *
Read instructions completely prior to
starting installation. All InDash Mounts
are designed so that after installation, phone
is facing normal driver position for left-
hand drive vehicles. This mount is not
designed to be used in foreign countries
with right-hand drive vehicles. Use extreme
care when working around the plastic
components on the dash.  Excess force, can
cause breakage of  the plastic components.
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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
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MOUNTING LOCATION:
Right side of Climate Control C R
TOOLS REQUIRED:
Hook/Dash Tool
8mm Socket Driver
Phillips screwdriver,
T-15, T-20, T-25 Torx
PARTS INCLUDED:
(1)S75103-506 Mount
(1)A-#8x9/16"Needle Pt.Screw

 PART#: 75103-506
 MFG: BMW

 MODELS & YEARS:
3-Series Sedan 06-11

3-Series Coupe and Convertible 07-13,
(See w/NAV or wo/NAV, instr. below)

X3 2011-2014 (Pg. 2)
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Start here for BMW 3-Series:
STEP #1:(W/O NAV only) With hook tool, carefully remove the climate control by inserting hook tool
into the lower right corner of the climate control. Pull just to release (1) clip. Repeat on the left side.
Then insert dash tool into the right side of the climate control and pry to completely release, repeat on the
left side pull out climate control and set off to the side. You do not need to disconnect plugs.
STEP #1:(With NAV only) With dash tool Pry out bezel that surrounds the CD/DVD slots and
include the lower switches, there are (4) clips.

STEP #2 (W/O NAV only) With 8mm socket/ ratchet, remove the (2) hex bolts from the bottom of the
radio climate control cavity, that hold the radio brace in place. Remove the (2) T-20 Torx screws at the
bottom left and right of the radio/climate control frame. Remove the (2) Phillips screws that hold the
metal bracket below the radio. With your hands, pull out the radio releasing (2) clips and the slide out
post behind the radio. There are (2) more T-20 Torx screws behind the radio, remove these screws.
With your hands, lift up on the bracket that mounts the radio brace to the bottom of the radio cavity
where the (2) 8mm bolts were removed. Pull out the radio and climate control frame enough to be able to
get at the lower right side of the frame where you will find (2) tabs at the back where the screw hole is.
STEP #2: (With Nav only) WithPhillips screwdriver, remove (2) screws on the right hand side of
changer enought to get the mount behind the lower flange, install the mount behind flange and
replace the screw and install the supplied screw into hole on mount. Replace the bezel.
(WITH NAV INSTALLATION IS COMPLETE.)

STEP #3: (W/O NAV cont.) With the snippers and file carefully remove the (2) tabs so mount will sit
flat behind the frame and clear the screw hole.

STEP #4: (W/O NAV cont.) Place the InDash by PanaVise Mount behind the frame with the mount
hole in line with the frame hole, and replace the frame. Install the screw by the mount first, then install
the other (3) Torx screws. Make sure the radio frame fits correctly. Install the radio back in place, and
re-install the (2) Phillips screws.

STEP #5: (W/O NAV cont.) Install the (1) supplied Phillips screw in the hole on the side of the InDash
by PanaVise Mount. Replace the climate control, left side first then push in the side by the mount.
INSTALLATION IS NOW COMPLETE.  ENJOY YOUR NEW INDASH by PANAVISE MOUNT.
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Start here for BMW X3:
STEP#1: With Dash Tool, push down to release the bottom curved bezel
below CD/Radio control, pull out and let hang. Remove lamp plug as needed.

STEP #2: With your hands and Dash Tool, remove the air vents with start
button releasing (5) clips. Set up on dash, or release plugs and set aside.

STEP #3: With T20 Torx driver remove (4) screws holding the climate
control in place. Pull off bezel releasing (0) clips. Set aside.

STEP #4: Remove (4)long T-15/T-25 screws, size depending on model year
that hold the plastic frame in place. With hook tool, pull out the frame slightly
enough to angle the InDash by PanaVise Mount to behind the lower right T-20
screw removed earlier. Align the screw hole and the InDash Mount hole,
pushing the mount to the right to make it flush against the side of the dash.
Replace and tighten the Torx screw. Bend the InDash Mount tothe right to have
it conform to the dash as much as possible.

STEP #5: Replace the (4) long Torx screws and (4) climate control bezel
screws. Replace the lower curved bezel and air vent assembly with start
button.
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